If you have any questions regarding the unit content, please contact the Unit Chair – Sara Cicerale at hsn227@deakin.edu.au.

If you have difficulties with your InPlace or submitting your application, please contact the Professional Placement Officer Cara Walker at ens-placements@deakin.edu.au. Tip: if you send a screenshot of the issue, it will be easier and sometimes quicker to troubleshoot the problem.

Please note, registration of expressions of interest for HSN227 T2 2018 will close on Wednesday 4th April 2018.

LOGGING IN

1. Login to InPlace - https://placements.deakin.edu.au with your regular Deakin username and password
PROFILE DETAILS

All your details from StudentConnect are updated nightly onto InPlace.

To view:

1. Select Person icon (top left)
2. Select – Details, Address or Enrolment tab
3. To update your details logon to STUDENT CONNECT (www.deakin.edu.au/studentconnect)

SUBMITTING YOUR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

1. On your home screen select Opportunities and then HSN227 VOLUNTEERING IN EXERCISE AND NUTRITION SCIENCES from the drop down.
2. Click on the green hyperlink to open the HSN227 opportunity

Click on the register button to express you would like to undertake HSN227 in T2 2018.

3. Your application will be reviewed to check if you meet the enrolment criteria. You will be notified of the outcome by the 16th April 2018. Further information will be provided to successful applicants regarding the next steps to securing a placement.